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Editorial 

For chi i ue, we cho e several of the mo t com
pelling unsolicited proposal received over the 
past few month and allowed an i sue theme co 
emerge from chem, rather than commi ioning 
article on a pre-escabli hed topic. The re ult 
i a erie of articles and arti t projects chat
in variou way -deal with the tran lation of 
forms (images, language, objects and histories), 
and which sometimes put chem back into cir
culation in innovative and critical way . 

For example, in When Platitudes Become 

Form, which is part of an ongoing project by 
Christopher Kulendran Thomas, the artist 
purchases artworks from commercial galleries 
in Sri Lanka, incorporate the piece into hi 
own compositions and then repositions chem 
in a European contemporary art xhibition 
context. Profit from the works' ale are then 
used co upport resistance in the former Tamil
occupied territories in the North and Ea t of 
Sri Lanka. In chi ca e, the artwork i not ju t 
imply the material art object but al o the en

actment and ubver ion of the economic and 
cultural sy tern through which it circulates 
and accrue meaning and value. 

Also in chi i ue, Hico Sceyerl and Patricia 
Reed consider the role of object and images 
a mediums-and also the notion that we 
might tran form their place within rela
tions of production as part of activist prac
tice . Most intere tingly, they draw attention 
to the fact chat being implicated in such 
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relations or yscem -not unlike Kulendran 
Thoma 'project-i al o a form of agency, cre
ating what Steyer! d cribe a a h ift from 

"condemnation or complicity" to "involvement 
or siruational presence." This gesture coward 
an important ethical role for arti t -which 
Sceyerl compare to chat of Jackie Chan-in 
engaging objects, image , ideas and the sy tern 
through which they circulate in ways chat are 
critical and dynamic. 

Further exploring the idea of material tran -
lacion, but chis time as a poetic device, Jacque
lyn Ros and Tiziana La Melia di cu La 
Melia' work incorporating poetry, painting, 
culpture and theatre. Tran laced between 

different media, word and gesture become 
abstracted to the point of becoming simply a 
pattern or a rhythm. Similarly, Kri tin Campbell 
writes about the work of Kri tiina Lah de, who 
transforms discarded newspapers and flyers, busi
ne reply envelope , and ocher ource material 
into beautiful ab tract collage chat reference 
the idea of chanc and y tern of mea ure
ment. In both of the e arti t ' work, their ap
proaches to translation create new visual forms 
from ocher kinds of media or discarded materials. 

Thi i ue al o deal with the framing, pre-
entation and di cur ive tran lacion of the hi -

tory of femini m within the exhibition elles@ 

centrepompidou at the Centre Pompidou in 
Pari , which was recently re-mounted at the 
Seattle Art Mu eum. Writer Ania Wroblewski 

look at how the curators of chis exhibition 
avoided the di cour e , debates and demands 
of femini m, pre enting it simply as a show of 
work by women arti t , while also examining 
initiatives chat specifically counter this gesture. 
And di cu ing much less mainstream institu

tion than the Pompidou, Diana Sherlock re

port on the conference Institutions by Artists, 

recently held at Simon Fraser University in 

Vancouver, highlighting a number of projects 

chat provide important site for critical dis

cour e and alternative community-building. 

Bridging these two articles is an artist proj

ect by Toronto' Feminist Art Gallery (FAG), 

where the artists present documentation of a 

wall of namecag , di played following their col

lection from gallerygoers asked to write along-

ide their own name chat of a" feminise/queer/ 

politicized artist, poet, rock star, writer, friend,

inspiration, mentor, matron or lover." Through 

chis gesture, the artists explain, the namecag 

wearers implicate themselves within a broader

set of strategies aimed at bringing particular

histories and communities into visibility. 

What is at cake in all of these acts of trans

lation, reframing and strategic circulation

discussed in chis issue, is nothing less than the

transformation of objects and processes, how

we relate to them and, together, what we are

able to accomplish. x 
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